The response of an idealised Atlantic ocean to wind and thermohaline forcing associated 7 with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is investigated both analytically and numerically 8 in the framework of a reduced-gravity model. The NAO-related wind forcing is found to 9 drive a time-dependent "leaky" gyre circulation that integrates basin-wide stochastic wind 10 Ekman pumping and initiates low-frequency variability along the western boundary. This 11 is subsequently communicated, together with the stochastic variability induced by thermo-12 haline forcing at high latitudes, to the remainder of the Atlantic via boundary and Rossby 13 waves. At low frequencies, the basin-wide ocean heat content changes owing to NAO wind 14 forcing and thermohaline forcing are found to oppose each other. The model further suggests 15 that the recently reported opposing changes of the meridional overturning circulation in the 16 Atlantic subtropical and subpolar gyres between 1950-1970 and 1980-2000 may be a generic 17 feature caused by an interplay between the NAO wind and thermohaline forcing.
Introduction

19
The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is the dominant mode of atmospheric variability 20 in the North Atlantic sector (e.g. Hurrell 1995), and has a significant impact on the North to these buoyancy anomalies when they arrive at the western boundary. It is possible that boundary waves may be excited that propagate southward along the western boundary, and 45 after that communicate the buoyancy anomalies into the ocean interior in a similar fashion as 46 described by Johnson and Marshall (2002a) for the upper ocean adjustment to thermohaline forcing.
f u + g ∂h ∂y = 0,
∂h ∂t + H ∂u ∂x + ∂v ∂y = 0.
(3)
a. Volume budget
Substituting for u and v in (3) using (1) and (2) gives the forced long Rossby wave 91 equation:
where 93 w E (y, t) = − ∂ ∂y
is the Ekman upwelling velocity,
is the long Rossby wave speed, and β(y) = df (y)/dy is the meridional gradient in the Coriolis 95 parameter. 96 The solution to (4) is obtained by integrating westward along the Rossby wave charac- w E (y, t ) dt ,
where x = L x is the longitude of the eastern boundary. In (7) we assume that the upper 99 layer thickness anomaly along the eastern boundary, h e (t), is uniform due to fast boundary 100 wave propagation (Johnson and Marshall 2002a; Marshall and Johnson 2013) . 101 Following Johnson and Marshall (2002a) and zonally-integrating (4) from just outside 102 the western boundary current region, x = δ, to the eastern boundary, we obtain
where
is the upper layer thickness anomaly just outside the western boundary current and L x /c(y) 105 is the Rossby wave basin-crossing time. Physically (8) indicates that the change of zonally-106 integrated layer thickness at any given latitude is caused by wind Ekman pumping integrated 107 across the basin as well as the difference between the thickness anomalies propagated by 108 Rossby waves from the eastern boundary into the ocean interior, and propagated from the 109 ocean interior into the western boundary current.
110
A further relation for the rate of change of layer thickness integrated across the basin is 111 obtained by zonally integrating (3):
is the net northward volume transport.
114
Now combining (8) and (10), and neglecting the volume anomaly of the narrow western 115 boundary region, gives:
Integrating (12) over the latitudinal extent of the domain gives:
where T N is the prescribed northward transport anomaly at the northern boundary associ-118 ated with thermohaline forcing,
( 1 4 ) is the northward transport anomaly across the southern boundary, f s = f (0) is the Coriolis 120 parameter at the southern boundary and we have used that 121 Ly 0 w E (y, t) dy = 0 (15) since τ x vanishes at y = 0, L y . In deriving (13), we have assumed that the layer thickness 122 anomaly in the southwestern corner of the domain vanishes, which is justified on the time 123 scales considered in this paper due to the long adjustment time scales of the Pacific and 124 Indian basins (Johnson and Marshall 2004) .
125
Finally, combining (9), (13) and (14), we obtain an equation for the eastern boundary 126 layer thickness that represents the generalization of equation (14) 3 As in Johnson and Marshall (2002a) , the solution is insensitive to the precise value at which c is capped.
To understand this result, note that when c(y) becomes large, the integrand on the left-hand side of (13) is high latitudes, respectively. Notwithstanding the simplicity of the reduced-gravity model,
135
(16) can be used to explore the relative importance of, and interplay between, wind and 136 thermohaline forcing associated with the NAO in driving MOC and heat content anomalies, 137 as detailed in the following sections. The northward transport can be decomposed into Ekman and geostrophic components,
Integrating (12) southward from the northern boundary, the geostrophic northward transport 141 is given by
The MOC variability at any latitude can thus be determined from the basin-wide wind 
independent of c(y). Thus, the solution of (13) is unaffected by replacing c(y) byc(y), even though the individual contributions associated with h e (t) and h b (y, t) in the integrand both diverge unless c(y) is capped.
the expressions for the northward geostrophic transport across any latitude,
and the western boundary thickness anomaly,
Here we have derived a similar expression for h w to Cessi and Louazel (2001), but independent 150 of the details of the momentum balance in the narrow frictional western boundary layer.
151
It is worth pointing out that Equation (19) shows that the geostrophic transport, T g (y, t), (17) is also stochastic at any given latitude, and vanishes at the latitude where τ x = 0, forming opposing meridional transport anomalies north and 169 south of that latitude. The geostrophic transport anomaly, T g , at any given latitude, on the 170 other hand, depends on stochastic Ekman pumping integrated over the whole area further 171 to the north and thus varies at much lower frequencies.
172
In regions to the south of the NAO wind forcing, the ocean feels only the low-frequency 173 h w that integrates stochastic Ekman pumping over the whole intergyre gyre area. The proportional to the zonally-integrated layer thickness anomaly,
where ∆Θ is the Conservative Temperature difference between the abyssal and surface layer 187 and c 0 p is a constant close to the specific heat capacity at the sea surface of the present ocean (McDougall 2003) . Substituting (7) into (21) gives
For further discussion, in the limit of no wind forcing, the reader is referred to Zhai et al.
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(2011). of negative NAO (1956 NAO ( , 1962 NAO ( and 1972 and positive NAO (1992 NAO ( , 1994 NAO ( and 1996 where the atmosphere is particularly sensitive to small sea surface temperature anomalies.
264 Fig. 4b shows the zonally-averaged layer thickness predicted from the theory using (16) and 265 (22), which broadly agrees with that in the numerical model experiment.
266
The meridional transport anomaly, T , reveals a complex pattern with high-frequency 267 variability in the North Atlantic, especially at latitudes under direct wind forcing, and low-268 frequency variability in the South Atlantic (Fig. 5a ). Furthermore, T appears somewhat 269 disconnected at about 42 • N. In order to understand the mechanism behind these features,
270
T is decomposed into its Ekman component, T Ek , and its geostrophic component, T g . The
271
Ekman component, existing only in the North Atlantic, varies at high frequencies with a 272 distinct discontinuity at 42 • N (Fig. 4b) . This pattern is consistent with the discussion in 273 Section 2b: T Ek varies stochastically in response to stochastic NAO wind forcing, and van-274 ishes at the latitude where τ x = 0, forming opposing meridional transport anomalies to the 275 north and south of this latitude. The geostrophic component, taken as the residual, i.e.,
276
T − T Ek , shows predominantly the multidecadal variability that spreads from the North At-277 lantic into the South Atlantic (Fig. 4c) , and agrees well with that calculated using boundary layer thickness anomalies through geostrophy (T g = g H(h e − h w )/f ; Fig. 5d ), providing 279 justifications for the linear approximation used in deriving (14) and (16) in Section 2.
280
It is instructive to further investigate the boundary layer thickness anomalies that balance 281 the geostrophic MOC anomalies. At latitudes under direct influence of stochastic wind 282 forcing, h w , integrating the high-frequency forcing to the east and north, shows mostly 283 multidecadal variability, while h e has a more pronounced high-frequency component on top 284 of the background multidecadal variability (Fig. 6) . At latitudes to the south of the wind 285 forcing, the ocean basin, including the lateral boundaries, feels only the multidecadal signal 286 of h w . Note again that the strong tilting of h w southward with latitude is associated with 287 the slow Rossby wave propagation in the zonal direction, rather than the fast boundary wave 288 adjustment in the meridional direction. It is clear from Fig. 6b that h e is uniform along the 289 eastern boundary. the interannual variability of h e , which could be due to numerical damping and the sponge 296 layers that exist in the reduced-gravity model but not in the theory. Generally speaking, 297 the theoretically-predicted h b , h w and T g from (9), (20) and (19) also agree reasonably well 298 with those simulated in the numerical model experiment (Figs. 7b, c and d) .
299
Note that the magnitude of the layer thickness anomalies on the western boundary ( Fig.   300 7c) are roughly half those just outside the western boundary current (Fig. 7b) . A significant 301 reduction in variability is observed adjacent to the western boundary of the Atlantic, as produced gyre-specific decadal and multidecadal MOC changes (e.g. Bingham et al. 2007; 1950 -1970 and 1980 -2000 1950-1970 to 1980-2000. 408 With both the NAO wind and thermohaline forcing, opposing changes of the meridional NAO (1956 NAO ( ,1962 NAO ( and 1972 and positive NAO (1992 NAO ( , 1994 NAO ( and 1996 in the experiment with only NAO wind forcing. The color scale is saturated in the "intergyre gyre" region, where the thickness anomalies can reach ±40 m. 1950-1970 (blue), 1980-2000 (red) , and the difference (black).
